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New Energy Bill Rewards Low-Tax Industries
Estate Tax, Alternative Minimum Tax Repeal Could be Next

In the spring of 2001, Vice President Dick Cheney’s
energy policy task force met with an undisclosed

group of advisors from the energy industry to develop
an energy plan. Four years later, we still don’t know
for certain who gave Cheney’s task force its behind-
the-scenes marching orders—but the new energy bill
passed by Congress in July, based on the principles
outlined in this secret meeting in early 2001, gives us
a pretty good hint about who was pulling the strings.
The energy bill, HR 6, will create a host of expensive
new corporate tax breaks, mostly targeted to the oil,
gas, coal and electric industries. The bill’s tax breaks
will cost $14.5 billion over the next ten years.
Specifically:

#The bill provides special accelerated depreciation
rules allowing certain natural gas and electricity prop-
erties to be written off even faster than other capital
investments, which are already allowed to be written
off considerably faster than these assets actually wear
out. For example, the new law will allow natural gas
distribution pipelines to be completely depreciated
over 15 years—far less than the actual useful life of
such pipelines. The bill will also allow oil companies
to immediately write off costs associated with
expanding the capacity of existing refineries. These
tax breaks will cost $3.8 billion over ten years.

#The new law also allows geological costs associated
with oil exploration to be written off faster—as if the
prospect of $60-a-barrel oil was not incentive enough.
The ten-year cost of this provision: a cool $1 billion.

#Companies that generate electricity from wind,
garbage and chicken waste would see an extension of
tax breaks that date back to the Carter administra-
tion. In addition to propping up these “infant
industries” that refuse to grow up, the bill provides a

patchwork of corporate and individual tax breaks
designed to encourage alternative energy policies
such as energy-efficient home improvements and
solar energy. For example, the bill allows consumers
tax credits of up to $3,000 for purchases of gasoline-
electric hybrid motor vehicles. The ten-year price tag
for these “sustainable energy” tax breaks: $2.6 billion.

$3 Billion in Regressive Tax Hikes
Unlike most recent federal tax cuts, the energy bill’s
$14.5 billion in new tax breaks would be partially
offset by $3 billion in tax increases. The biggest of
these tax hikes, at $2.5 billion over ten years, is a 5
cents-per-barrel tax on crude oil imports. The bill
would also raise $350 million by extending an
expiring federal 0.1-cents-per-gallon excise tax on
gasoline. These tax hikes will likely be passed through
to consumers in the form of higher gasoline prices.
“It’s a welcome change to see Congress paying for
some of its tax cuts,” noted CTJ Director Robert S.
McIntyre, “but these regressive tax hikes would shift
the costs of the corporate tax breaks directly onto the
backs of American consumers.”

continued on page 2
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From the Director’s Desk
Dear Friends,
Here in Washington, things are mercifully quiet. Members of Congress have gone home for their summer recess, which means we
have another few weeks to prepare for what is shaping up to be a potentially explosive autumn for federal tax policy. Two important
backstops for federal tax fairness—the estate tax and the individual Alternative Minimum Tax—could be either eroded or completely
repealed through the actions of Congressional leaders this fall.

But before leaving town, Congress and President Bush managed to push through yet another round of unaffordable, poorly tar-
geted tax cuts. This time around, the main target was the big, profitable energy companies that have helped bankroll the campaigns
of many of our elected leaders. As our cover story details, the energy bill gives $14.5 billion in new tax breaks, mostly to the energy
industry, and authorizes tens of billions of additional pork-barrel projects designed to win over lawmakers who would otherwise have
opposed this latest corporate giveaway. Who foots the bill? Consumers will cover $3 billion of the cost right now through higher gas
taxes. The remainder will be funded by future generations of taxpayers as they pay off our growing national debt. 

Looking ahead to the autumn Congressional agenda, it’s actually nice to see some attention being paid to the impending crisis
in the individual Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). Given our leaders’ almost obsessive focus on taxes with structural problems that
won’t emerge for decades (Social Security) or that affect only a small percentage of Americans to begin with (the estate tax), it’s a
bit of a relief to see Congress finally paying attention to a problem that will affect millions of middle-income Americans by the end of
the decade. After all, in its first four years–and again in its latest budget proposal–the Bush administration has ignored the growing
AMT crisis, instead pushing through a variety of high-end tax cuts that have made the AMT problem much worse.

Unfortunately, the preferred “fix” of the Republican majority in Congress is simply to repeal the AMT entirely. The President’s
tax reform panel has signaled that AMT repeal will be among its recommendations. But, as our analysis on page 3 shows, there are
less expensive options available that would preserve this important source of tax fairness.

Estate tax “reform” could see action as soon as September. But watch out for lawmakers speaking of “compromise”—the
alternative proposed by Senator Jon Kyl of Arizona would be almost as costly as complete repeal. Details on page 4.

Even as Congress lards the federal corporate income tax with more and more loopholes, the state corporate income tax faces
new threats—and new opportunities—from two different sources. Our “State Policy Watch” feature looks at the potential impact of
recent federal legislation, and a recent federal court case, on the fairness and health of your state’s corporate income tax.

Thank you all for your continued support.

Sincerely,

Bob McIntyre

Up to $70 Billion in Pork-barrel Spending
The energy bill also includes $70 billion in authorized
but unfunded subsidies, for which cash will have to be
appropriated later. One of those, for example, would
fund oil exploration in Georges Bank, the enormous
(and already struggling) fishing area off the coast of
Nantucket. A spokesman for Bush’s Mineral Manage-
ment Service dismissed environmental concerns
about this item, telling the Boston Globe that “we’re
being asked to do something, but we’re not provided
any money to do it with.” Not yet, that is.

This mind-boggling array of pork, which also
includes increased handouts for ethanol production,
is generally indefensible on its face—but was
essential to secure passage of the bill.

Conflicting Incentives?
Since Congress first introduced special tax breaks for
oil and gas companies, many lawmakers have

recognized that these tax breaks have a long-term
impact that is not in the national interest: encour-
aging the long-run dependence of the U.S. economy
on fossil-fuel energy. But rather than paring back
these existing tax breaks, the conference committee
bill makes matters worse by increasing them—and
providing additional, conflicting subsidies for alter-
native fuels and conservation. 

“Weaning our economy off of fossil fuels ought to
be a basic energy policy goal,” said McIntyre. “But
providing additional tax breaks for pretty much any
type of investment energy companies could make,
from oil and gas to wind energy, will do little to
change our current reliance on fossil fuels—and will
ultimately just reward big energy companies for doing
what they were going to do anyway.”



An Under-Taxed Industry
The oil and gas producers who are the main bene-
ficiaries of these tax breaks already pay federal
corporate taxes well below the legal 35 percent rate.
A September 2004 CTJ/ITEP study, Corporate Income
Taxes in the 1990s, found that profitable Fortune 500
companies in the petroleum and pipeline industry
paid an average of only 13.3 percent of their profits
in federal taxes between 2001 and 2003. 

The study also found that the petroleum industry
was among the biggest beneficiaries of accelerated
depreciation  breaks between 2001 and 2003, reaping
$13 billion in tax breaks—and that the companies
benefitting from these tax cuts actually reduced their
investments by 5 percent during these years.

“The failure of the Bush administration’s acceler-
ated depreciation tax breaks in 2002 and 2003 shows
that business investment decisions are driven
primarily by supply and demand, not by government
attempts to micro-manage the economy,” said
McIntyre. “Unfortunately, Congress seems intent on
ignoring this basic lesson.”

Fixing the AMT: Two Easy Steps
Amidst the Bush administration’s predictions of

long-term crisis in the Social Security system, a
growing chorus of media reports is drawing attention
to a more urgent federal tax problem: the growth of
the individual Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). 

Enacted in 1969 to ensure that the wealthiest
Americans would pay their fair share, the AMT now
threatens to impact millions of taxpayers over the
next decade. Members of Congress who can agree on
little else now are unified in seeking repeal of the
AMT: in May, liberal Democratic Senators Charles
Schumer (N.Y.) and Ron Wyden (Ore.) joined
Republicans Charles Grassley (Iowa), Jon Kyl (Ariz.)
and Mike Crapo (Idaho) in calling for outright repeal
of this highly progressive tax. So what’s wrong with
the AMT—and how can it be fixed? Here’s the scoop.

The Origin of the AMT
In 1969, officials at the Treasury Department opened
a rare window into the use of tax loopholes by the
wealthiest Americans, revealing that 155 taxpayers
earning over $200,000 had paid no income tax in
1966. This revelation prompted a wave of public
indignation, and Congress promptly enacted the AMT
to prevent the recurrence of this “zero-tax”
phenomenon.

How the AMT Works
The basic idea behind the AMT is that there should be
a limit on the total amount of tax shelters that can be
claimed by wealthy taxpayers, even if these shelters
are, if taken individually, quite legitimate. The AMT
works as a backstop to the regular income tax,
requiring high-income taxpayers to compute their tax
under two sets of rules: the regular income tax and
the AMT. The regular income tax (which most people
pay) allows a variety of tax exemptions, deductions
and other loopholes, and applies a top tax rate of 35
percent; the AMT uses a much broader definition of
income (by allowing fewer tax loopholes) and applies
a lower top tax rate of 28 percent. The tax breaks you
can claim under the regular income tax, but that you
can’t claim under the AMT, include personal exemp-
tions, standard deductions, and itemized deductions
for state and local income and property taxes. In
place of these tax breaks, AMT taxpayers are allowed
one large exemption ($58,000 for married couples in
2005).  Whichever is bigger, the regular or alternative
tax, is what you have to pay.

Taxpayers who rely heavily on special tax breaks
under the regular income tax will be hit harder by the
AMT. For example, the AMT disallows the regular
income tax deduction for state income and property
taxes. This means that taxpayers living in states that
rely heavily on progressive income taxes (such as New
York and California) are more likely to pay the AMT.

Why the AMT is Growing
The AMT was designed to apply only to the wealthiest
taxpayers. And until quite recently, it achieved this
goal: in 2000, only 1 percent of taxpayers paid the
AMT. But the number of Americans falling into the
AMT is projected to rise to more than 30 million by
2010. Part of the reason is one simple flaw in the
AMT’s design: unlike the regular income tax, the AMT
is not indexed for inflation. So between one year and
the next, a married taxpayer’s regular income tax
exemption and standard deduction will be automat-
ically adjusted upwards for inflation, but her AMT
exemption will remain unchanged. As a result, this
taxpayer’s potential AMT liability will grow faster than
her regular income tax liability over time. For a
middle-income taxpayer paying the regular income
tax, the inevitable long-term outcome of this trend is
that her AMT liability will eventually exceed her
regular income tax. 

But a more important factor in the coming AMT
blow-up is the fact that President Bush pushed



O       Take Action!      ?
Both the estate tax and the AMT can be reformed at a
minimal cost to taxpayers—but some lawmakers are
lining up behind irresponsible alternatives that would
gut, or completely repeal, these taxes.
T Is your Senator supporting the Kyl proposal to

cut the estate tax?
T Are your representatives supporting bills to

repeal the AMT?
T Contact CTJ by calling (202) 626-3780 x 24 or

emailing at action@ctj.org to find out!

through cuts in the regular income tax rates without
corresponding reductions in the alternative tax rates
—creating a ticking alternative tax time bomb.

Options for AMT Reform
Unless steps are taken to reform the AMT, more and
more middle-income taxpayers will be subject to the
alternative tax—forcing more and more taxpayers to
go through a complicated tax calculation that was
designed to apply only to the wealthiest Americans.
This outcome is unacceptable to political leaders of
all stripes–but several very different solutions to the
AMT crisis have been put forth.

In May of 2005, several Senate lawmakers intro-
duced a bill that would repeal the AMT. This option
has two main shortcomings: its enormous cost and its
impact on tax fairness. CTJ has estimated that AMT
repeal would cost $600 million over ten years, and
would provide little or no tax relief to most low- and
middle-income taxpayers. And AMT repeal would
throw open the doors to tax avoidance for wealthier
taxpayers currently paying the AMT. For this reason,
outright repeal only makes sense if accompanied by
the repeal of the many tax loopholes that allow
wealthier Americans to reduce their income tax
liability. Of course, Congress has shown little appetite
for closing these loopholes in recent years, and in fact
has created a steady stream of new tax breaks–which
means that the AMT is more necessary than ever as a
backstop to the regular income tax. 

Given the comparative simplicity of the AMT, a
few observers have suggested repealing the regular
income tax , leaving the AMT as the only federal
income tax. The main problem with this approach is
that the AMT excludes many common-sense features

of the regular income tax. The AMT is not indexed for
inflation, and makes no allowance for many factors
that affect a taxpayer’s ability to pay, such as family
size. As a stand-alone tax, the AMT would take us
closer to the “flat tax” that has been espoused by
anti-tax activists for over a decade.

As is usually true in life, there is a more sensible
reform alternative between these two extremes.
Reforming the AMT to achieve its originally intended
purpose—acting as a backstop to prevent tax avoid-
ance by super-wealthy taxpayers. Lawmakers can take
two simple steps to reform the tax: a tax cut and a tax
hike. First, the tax cut: increasing the AMT exemp-
tions to reflect the impact of inflation will ensure that
middle-income taxpayers will not be subject to the
tax. Second, the tax hike: Congress should return to
the spirit of the original AMT by getting rid of the tax
breaks that have crept into the AMT base. Capital
gains and dividend income are currently given a
special lower tax rate both under the regular income
tax and the AMT. These high-end income sources
should be treated as regular income under the AMT.
Taken together, these options could be enacted in a
way that doesn’t cost a dime over the next five years
—an important consideration given the nation’s
ongoing deficits.

Reform, Not Repeal
The AMT was enacted in response to widespread
public outrage over wealthy Americans using tax
avoidance techniques to pay no income tax. And the
AMT has played an important role as a backstop to
the regular income tax, ensuring that there is a limit
to the amount of income tax that can be avoided due
to federal tax breaks. The AMT is, of course, a second-
best solution to the problem of proliferating tax
loopholes: rather than repealing these loopholes, the
AMT simply limits their overall value for any
individual taxpayer. But until Congress shows an
increased appetite for eliminating these tax breaks,
the AMT will remain an essential tool for tax fairness.

Estate Tax “Compromise?”

Republican leaders in the Senate left town in
August without attempting to push through perm-

anent estate tax repeal, largely because complete
repeal doesn’t have enough votes to pass. But it
seems likely that soon after Labor Day, the leadership
will move to enact a so-called “compromise” bill that
would keep the estate tax, but with higher exemp-



O       Take Action!      ?
Find out more about how you can help preserve your
state’s corporate income tax—and whether your
elected officials are doing the right thing on this issue.
T Has your state repudiated the expensive, poorly

targeted “QPAI” tax giveaway?
T Are your representatives in Congress pushing to

overturn the Cuno decision?
T Contact CTJ by calling (202) 626-3780 x 24 or

emailing at action@ctj.org to find out!

tions ($3.5 million) and a much lower top tax rate of
15 percent. The $3.5 million exemption would, taken
on its own, leave just 0.3 percent of all estates subject
to tax—which means that cutting the top estate tax
rate to 15 percent would benefit only this small group
of super-wealthy estates. 

The bottom line is that the Kyl “compromise”
would ultimately cost as much as 80 percent of the
price tag for complete repeal. Only by abandoning the
Kyl plan’s huge cuts in the top estate tax rate, and
focusing reform efforts on increasing the estate tax
exemption, can the estate tax be preserved in a way
that represents a meaningful compromise.

Two New Threats to State Taxes

The decline of the state corporate income tax has
been well-documented. A February 2005 CTJ/ITEP

report, State Corporate Income Taxes 2001-2003, found
that almost a third of the most profitable Fortune 500
corporations managed to pay no state corporate
income taxes at all in at least one year between 2001
and 2003. Now the states face important new threats
—and new opportunities—due to Congressional
action in two areas: the “QPAI” tax break and the
Cuno court decision. Here’s a quick overview of each
of these new developments. 

QPAI: A New Tax Dodge Threatens the States
Last fall, Congress passed yet another tax break

for corporations, the “American Job Creation Act of
2004.” The new law included an overly generous tax
break for manufacturers known as the Qualifying
Production Activities Income deduction, or QPAI. The
estimated ten-year price tag of the QPAI deduction is
over $76 billion. 

New federal corporate tax loopholes are usually
bad news for the states, because state corporate
income taxes are based on federal rules. But in the
wake of Congress’ latest corporate giveaway, many
deficit-ridden states have examined a fiscally respon-
sible alternative: “decoupling” from the QPAI deduc-
tion. In decoupling states, the state corporate tax still
closely follows federal rules in general, but disallows
this particular tax break. Nineteen states have already
repudiated the new federal loophole by decoupling
from QPAI. But more than half of the states remain
coupled to the QPAI tax break. In each of these states,
lawmakers can still take steps to help ensure a

sustainable corporate income tax by disallowing the
QPAI loophole.

The Cuno Decision: Ending State Subsidies?
Even as QPAI gave state tax administrators more

rope with which to hang themselves, last fall a federal
court gave the states an opportunity to restore their
state corporate taxes to health—but Congress is now
threatening to take this opportunity away.

In the fall of 2004, the federal Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled, in the Cuno v. DaimlerChrysler case,
that an investment tax credit the state of Ohio had
given to DaimlerChrysler violated the US Constitution
by discriminating against out-of-state businesses. The
Ohio deal typified a blizzard of poorly targeted tax
breaks that state and local governments have given to
companies to encourage them to expand or relocate
—and which often reward these companies for doing
what they would have done anyway. The competition
over these companies has devolved into an “economic
war between the states,” with each state offering a
more lavish package of tax breaks than the last.

One implication of Cuno is that many current state
tax giveaways could be found unconstitutional—
which would help bring an end to the excessive use of
state tax incentives. The Supreme Court is now
considering whether it will review the Cuno case. 

But there are currently bills pending in Congress
that would reject the Cuno decision entirely, giving
state and local governments carte blanche to con-
tinue providing an array of poorly targeted, ineffec-
tive tax giveaways for footloose corporations. If it is
allowed to stand, the Cuno decision could be the most
important development for state corporate tax ade-
quacy in years. Please contact your member of
Congress to urge Congress not to overturn Cuno!



CTJ and ITEP are Stepping Out and Stepping Up! 

CTJ and ITEP are leaving our home of the past 20 years and moving to new offices. The space we are moving
into is luxurious by our standards (when the late Peter Jennings called our current offices dilapidated—well, he
was being generous!). Our move takes us to a decent, well-maintained building that has real amenities—an
elevator, for example.

Since our creation—in 1979 for CTJ and in 1980 for ITEP—we have never paid rent. We have always
been housed for free by philanthropic groups who offer free rent to some non-profits. Our new offices will
raise our budget by $100,000 more per annum—including rent, overhead and services that were in-kind donations
—such as accounting, photocopying and postal services, to name a few. This is more than a 10% increase in our
annual combined budgets and will amount to more than $1,000,000 over the 10-year life of our lease. 

To offset this new expense, we are establishing a capital/rainy day fund. We figure that if the Cato
Institute, the Heritage Foundation, and Grover Norquist’s ultra-conservative (and misnamed) Americans for Tax
Reform can have humongous budgets (totaling in the hundreds of millions), then CTJ and ITEP should try to
achieve a modicum of long-term financial stability and independence, too. If you wish to know more about this
campaign, please get in touch with me at 202-626-3780, ext. 25, until the middle of September. After that we
will be at our new address and will have a new phone number. The next issue of Just Taxes will have all the
pertinent changes. In the meantime, if you are willing/able to help out with this new fund-raising drive, we would
love to hear from you. Thank you so much for all that you do for us. 

 Bonnie Rubenstein, Development Director
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